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Tamar View^ The Horn of 
Plenty and the Devonshire Great 
Consolidated Copper Mining 
Company
Dr John Goodridge

The connection between fortunes made by those involved in the metalliferous mining 
industry of West Devon and Cornwall in the eighteenth and nineteenth centuries and the 
building of some fine country houses with spectacular gardens around them is well known. 
Less familiar is the fact that the mine companies also occasionally used the money from 
mining profits to build gracious houses such as Tamar View, now The Horn of Plenty, for 
individuals of particular significance to the enterprise. A examination of the history of the 
house, its place in the operation of the mine and its time, can reveal much about the 
shifting currents within society in an era when power and money surged through the area 
as the mining industry grew to have a great significance in the region, followed by an epic 
struggle with decline.

Introduction
It is well known that the large sums of money made by a fortunate 
few such as landowners, bankers and mine owners through their 
connection with the mining industry of Devon and Cornwall in the 
eighteenth and nineteenth centuries, were often the source of funds 
for the building of a large country house. To enhance the natural 
beauty of the setting, the garden and landscape around were planted 
with rare often exotic flowers, shrubs and trees. In Cornwall the Fox 
family at Penjerrick, the Bolithos at Trengwainton and the Lemon 
family at Carclew are a few of the many examples. In the Tamar 
Valley, on its Devonshire side, John, sixth Duke of Bedford, invested 
a considerable sum to build Endsleigh Cottage, estimated at £70,000- 
80,000 for the house1 (Thorold, 1999). To present the landscape to 
its best effect, Humphry Repton was engaged by the Duke (Daniel, 
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1999) and a dazzling array of specimen trees and shrubs in particular 
was used, reflecting his deep botanical interests and connoisseur’s eye 
for beauty, lifting the overall costs of the project to an estimated 
£120,000 (Trethewey, 2002). This work was undertaken soon after 
some of the local copper mines, spurred on by the high prices for 
copper during the Napoleonic Wars, had boosted the income of his 
Devonshire Estate with the dues that they paid on their production. 
He had also been encouraged by their success to grant a number of 
leases in the area for new mining ventures.2

Such spectacular houses generally were built by individuals or by 
generations of a family but a close examination of the landscape, 
combined with a detailed scrutiny of other sources will occasionally 
reveal another agency at work channelling the profits from the mines 
into building a house. This agency was the wealthy mining company 
which whilst it constructed much more modest dwellings than those 
erected by the rich landowner, still built houses of high quality. An 
example of this type is Tamar View (Fig. 1), as it was originally 
called, but in more recent years The Horn of Plenty, a few miles down 
river from F.ndsleigh. In this instance the considerable advantage 
of availability of the massive archive of the Devonshire Estate of 
the Dukes of Bedford at the Devon Record Office, combined with 
contemporary journals and newspapers and the fragmentary but vital 
details they provide, make it possible to draw a bigger picture of 
the way in which a rural landscape and its mining community were 
changed by the immense wealth and industrial power which surged 
through the valley in the mid-Victorian years. Tamar View still stands 
as one of the major monuments to those events.

The Mine and its Times
In the Spring of 1866 the Devonshire Great Consolidated Copper 
Mining Company took a lease from the Duke of Bedford’s Devonshire 
Estate for a plot of land amounting to a little under a hectare near 
the hamlet of Gulworthy about 3km south-west of Tavistock, close 
to the road to Gunnislake. The rent was set at £2-10s per annum 
and the term was for 70 years.3 The company planned to build a 
large house on this site for the manager of their mine, at the time 
an extraordinarily successful example of Victorian mining enterprise 
(Goodridge, 1964). Although the house would be within the area or 
sett of land granted to the company by the estate for mining purposes,
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Figure I. The Horn of Plenty from the south. ‘A gentleman’s residence’ as it was called 
soon after its construction in 1866. Some of the embellishments, for example over the 
upper floor windows, over the roofs of the two bay windows and on the corners of the 
house, show that this may well have been the company’s intention.

permission to build a house had to be separately negotiated. The 
company had from its early days of working been very cautious about 
building houses or cottages on the mine.4 Whilst the case for the 
company needing accommodation on the mine for its key workers, 
who had to be readily available at all times in case of an emergency, 
was accepted with little difficulty, so also was the position that it was 
the responsibility of the company to provide these houses as part of 
the safety of their mining operations. Beyond this any suggestion of 
providing for other sections of the labour force could quickly develop 
into a misunderstanding which they wished to avoid as it might lead to 
the loss of their right to occupy what they knew to be an increasingly 
valuable sett. In the event, permission to build was granted and the 
house, for the next 52 years, was occupied by two individuals closely 
connected with the Devon Great Consols Mining Company together 
with their families. This period extends well after the mine had ceased 
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operating in 1901 but the story of their lives whilst at Tamar View 
is closely interwoven with the fortunes of the mine itself to a large 
measure.

The site was chosen carefully. At its back it was sheltered from 
the cold north and east winds by the ridge of land along the crest 
of which ran the road known as Waggon Lane. This linked the 
mines, neighbouring settlements and farms with the riverside ports of 
Morwellham, New Quay and Gawton on the Devonshire side of the 
navigable River Tamar. Even more than in the past when the road had 
first acquired its name it fully merited this name from the heavy flow 
of carts moving to and from the quays 4^ km distant, although the 
railway built by the mine in 1858 linking it and some of its neighbours 
to Morwellham, had taken a significant share of the traffic off this 
highway. At the front of the site the ground fell away to the west and 
south to give magnificent views of rare beauty over the surrounding 
countryside. In the nearer distance the view was of the Tamar flowing 
through its gorge over 100m deep, between steep, wooded, rocky 
slopes. By way of contrast, but adding to the interest of the scene, 
was Devon Great Consols mine itself on the northern side of the river 
set amongst Blanchdown Woods; whilst on the opposite bank was 
the busy mining town of Gunnislake, with its renowned and ancient 
mines such as Clitters and Drakewalls. Looking further westward the 
view opens out to the summits of Kit Hill and beyond to Caradon Hill 
some 17 km distant. Adjacent to the house was an extensive garden 
taking full advantage of the site, with a sweeping drive giving easy 
access to the house whilst maintaining its privacy. At the rear of the 
house large walled gardens were laid out facing westward.

Although the ominous signs of the decline which was to extinguish 
copper mining in Cornwall and west Devon had already cast a deep 
shadow across the long-worked mining districts in the west of this 
region, the outstanding record of success and prosperity at Devon 
Great Consols appeared even at this time to offer some grounds for 
optimism and confidence for the future. Begun in August 1844 it made 
its first significant find of ore three months later and, at the end of 
its first full working year, it was able to declare a profit of £73,623 
from an income of £116,068. The six fortunate shareholders who had 
floated the company on just 1,024 shares received £71 on each share 
they held !5 That it could distribute 63 per cent of its receipts as profits 
was due to the immense size of the lode as well as its richness. Its 
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shallowness also meant that working costs were very low. As it was 
above the level of the water table, drainage could be achieved cheaply 
largely by adits, an advantage it shared with only one other major 
mine (Collins, 1897), which in its time had also became a byword for 
its profitability. Devon Great Consols soon rose to become the largest 
copper mine in the region and went on, in its first ten years, to raise 
182,000 tons of ore, helping the copper mining industry of Southwest 
England to reach its all time peak of production in 1856. In that year 
the mine accounted for one ton in every seven of the 209,305 tons 
produced in the region. Finally, in contrast to the industry overall 
which fell away in the next 10 years, Devon Great Consols increased 
its output by 36 per cent.

Preparing for Change
Even so, the company’s position had not been achieved easily. During 
this period, receipts increased by a mere 6 per cent. By increasing 
its efficiency the mine was able to work lower-grade ore profitably. 
However, whilst it had successfully reduced costs, it had not pushed 
these down at the same rate as prices had fallen. Dividends fell by 5.6 
per cent and profit per ton was now 18s (90p) per ton lower than in 
the previous ten year period. The mine company concluded that cost 
cutting would not solve the problems of the accumulating low-grade 
ores and decided to change its strategy. It resolved to diversify and 
to treat the low-grade ores to extract the arsenic that they contained 
(Burt and Timbrell, 1987). The company calculated that they could 
profitably mine the many thousand of tons of arsenical pyrites which 
still formed a thick lining to the walls of the abandoned sections of 
the former enormous copper lodes. These had been the basis of its 
fortune in the earlier years of its workings, and had made it the largest 
copper mine in Western Europe and would now help to transform 
Devon Great Consols, in a short time, to become the world’s largest 
arsenic producer. This venture would help to extend the life of the 
mine for a further 33 years. All this, however, was in the near and 
longer-term future. In the meantime, the mine was still very profitable. 
Profits at the last year’s annual general meeting had been £55 per share 
and, in May 1866, the mine would still be able to declare a dividend 
of £43 per share. Proven ore reserves were equivalent to two-year’s 
production and the price of the £1 shares was still above £500. 
Clearly, at this time, although there were many challenges ahead, the 
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company appeared to have sound reasons to be optimistic. Difficulties 
were being addressed and moves were in hand which it was hoped 
would solve the company’s problems.

It was at this time also, that the increasing scale of the business, 
rising output, deepening of the mine and complexity of operations had 
led the company to change its internal arrangements. Five years earlier 
it had invested in an entirely new account house and administration 
office towards the centre of the mine. Completed by 1860, it was 
always known as the Count House but was given its present name of 
Hawkmoor House after the mine was closed and it had been converted 
to a residence. With this facility fully working, the company next 
planned to move the manager of the mine, Captain James Richards, 
to a new, larger and more prominently placed house at Tamar View 
known in its earliest days in the documents as Honeystor House, 
a name taken from the farm nearby on whose land the house was 
to be built. Born in Tavistock in 1816, Captain Richards had gained 
experience working in mines in Ireland and Wales before being invited 
to return to Devon to work at the new Devon Great Consols by the 
mine’s legendary founder, Captain Josiah Hitchins. Joining the mine 
a month after it had started, Richards rose quickly and was promoted 
to the position of manager in 1850 in succession to Captain Hitchins 
who was retained as a consultant by the mine.6 Captain Richards 
thus had been deeply involved in the company’s climb to fame and 
fortune, and it was under his leadership that the mine reached its 
pre-eminent position. During these years of great achievement he 
worked closely with his brother Isaac, six years his junior, who was 
responsible for the dressing machinery of the mine, making more than 
20,000 tons of saleable ore from the enormous tonnages of material 
that were raised. This machinery was widely acknowledged to be 
of a very high standard with many of the systems being developed 
by Isaac Richards himself, and several detailed accounts of it were 
published at the time. The most well known (Phillips and Darlington, 
1857, 132-136) observed that much of the ore sold was derived from 
low-grade material of | per cent -lj per cent. Undoubtedly this 
equipment made a crucial contribution to the financial performance 
of the company, especially in its cost-cutting programme by enabling 
a profit to be extracted from such marginal output. It was Isaac too, 
who was a leading exponent of the plan to diversify into production 
of arsenic by the company.
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With this record of success and innovation and their reputation 
being so closely associated with the fame of the renowned Devon 
Great Consols mine, James and Isaac launched jointly into a new 
phase of their careers, setting up as mine agents in Tavistock.7 They 
offered to act as managers and pursers of mines, to undertake mine 
inspections, provide reports and practical advice to mine directors, 
potential investors and current shareholders. James already held a 
number of appointments as a manager and consultant in local mining 
companies. Confidence in him was strengthened further when several 
of the directors of Devon Great Consols helped to launch a new 
company, The British Mining and Smelting Company, in April 1865 
with a capital of £300,000 to put fresh financial resources into 
promising mines in the area and appointed him to the crucial position 
of Consulting Mine Agent.8 Isaac also enjoyed a high reputation in 
commercial circles, sufficient for him to be appointed as a director 
to a company outside the mining industry namely the Devon and 
Cornwall Steam Packet Company. Hitherto the convention was that 
distinguished and successful mine captains were invited by landowners 
or mining companies to provide specialist advice to some particular 
aspect of the operations, or to provide expert opinion confidentially on 
the mine’s prospects, rather than to offer their services commercially 
in this way. But the world of work was beginning to change in other 
ways affecting the entire labour force.

These changes were introduced mainly by the larger employers in 
many different industries who began to adopt a more benevolent 
attitude to their workforce in the operation of their business 
(Thompson, 1988). This is not to say that the quest for a lower 
cost of production had been moderated or that the search for profits 
had been relegated in importance. Rather it was a decision to try 
to achieve these objectives in new ways. Up to this time concern 
for the welfare of the workforce at Devon Great Consols had been 
shown in practical, relevant but small-scale measures focused on 
working conditions. For example, the provision of facilities where 
miners coming off shift could put wet clothes to dry, with a lock-up 
cupboard and where they would be given hot water if they required it. 
There were also supervised rooms drawing heat from a flue and where 
food might be gently warmed in ovens. In addition, the company 
contributed to the Miner’s Sick Club. The new outlook, however, 
would take labour and management into new territory. It was based 
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on the assumption that if interruptions to work could be minimised, 
if a more disciplined and harmonious work force could be created or 
if a spirit of loyalty and identification with the firm, its progress and 
prosperity could be built up, all these could contribute to improving 
the overall performance by the firm and thereby help it to survive 
longer in a competitive market. This approach also possessed the 
considerable advantage that it was unlikely to meet the resistance that 
introducing overtly cost-cutting measures might well stir up. The new 
approach had begun to appear in the Tavistock area in the middle 
years of the century. For example, the Bedford Iron Works, one of 
the largest employers in the town, had already established a tradition 
of giving an ‘annual treat’ for its workforce at the New Year when 
in 1858 it was reported that it entertained 90 men to a dinner at 
the firm’s expense. For Devon Great Consols, set in the countryside, 
removed from the civic and social support of a town, the situation 
offered more opportunities and challenges. With twelve houses for 
agents, and many cottages, including the twenty built by the Estate 
in 1852, it was often referred to as a virtual village. The population 
totalled 214 in 1861 and it was still rising with more buildings to 
come. There was much that could be done to improve the conditions 
of those who worked and lived on the mine and many more from the 
vicinity.

The company moved cautiously, choosing education as the area in 
which they would make their first attempt to support their workers. 
In 1860 the directors voted £100 for the promotion of education for 
the miners which they employed.9 Undoubtedly there was much good 
work that could be done in this regard as many left school at the age 
eight to start work. The reputation of miners as enthusiastic readers, 
often of course to improve and extend their understanding of their 
work but also to satisfy an eager interest in the wider world, was well 
known (Hamilton Jenkin, 1948). In this context the sum offered might 
seem excessively modest, especially when compared with the £48,128 
dividend distributed to shareholders that year. On the other hand, the 
same £100 would have more than paid the annual rent of one of the 
three major farms in the middle of the original sett or paid the rent 
of a West Bridge cottage in Tavistock for over 25 years. Even so, it 
was by no means certain that the effects of the widening gap between 
the wealthy and the poor (Wilson, 2007) would be offset by such acts 
of paternalistic charity. There followed two years later a decision to 
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establish a school at the mine where the children of the workers could 
be taught and looked after whilst their parents and older siblings were 
busy at work. Once again £100 was voted by the Board towards the 
cost of establishing the school. Demand grew swiftly from 60 pupils 
in 1862 to 100 in 1864 and, in the Christmas holidays of 1865, 
the school was enlarged to accommodate the growth of the school 
roll.10 The teacher was employed by the company but was assessed 
by an independent inspector. A small charge was made for each child 
attending. This superseded an annual grant of this sum which the 
company had placed at the discretion of Mr Thomas Morris, the 
resident director since 1850 to support the education of the children 
of its miners.

The creation of the school room opened up further opportunities 
and it became a popular venue for a number of social activities which 
the company permitted to gather there. In the light of the earlier 
developments at this time it is perhaps no surprise that a ‘penny 
reading society’ was formed in January 1865 which drew audiences 
that crowded the schoolroom to capacity and continued to do so even 
after the room had been enlarged later that year. Equally popular but 
winning a more widespread reputation, especially for the quality of its 
playing, was the Devon Great Consols Brass Band. This started as an 
informal get together of a number of friends from the mines who were 
musical enthusiasts, and was encouraged by the company allowing 
them to meet in the large dining room of the new Count House. The 
band was formally constituted in 1864 and often played at locations 
other than the mine in support of good causes, such as raising money 
for a new school in the nearby village of Mill Hill. A notable feature 
of these performances was the very prominent role taken by the mine 
captains in both organising the events and in contributing to the actual 
programmes. Captain James Richards often took a leading part in this 
way, but was strongly supported by Captain Cock from Wheal Maria 
at the western end of the mine and by Captain William Woolcock 
from Wheal Emma at the eastern end amongst others. The enthusiasm 
for a company band might originate amongst the work force, but the 
company would not be slow to see its potential benefits in drawing 
the workforce closer together, hopefully closer to the company as 
well (Thompson, 1988 ) and project a positive image of the company. 
The Tavistock Gazette, perhaps taking a wider view, observed that 
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it provided amusement for the younger sections of the workforce, 
isolated as they were in their rural setting.11

The company began to widen its commitment to this new approach 
to its workforce by providing events more formally, which it organised 
on its own account. The first of these was to celebrate the occasion 
of the marriage of the Prince of Wales and Princess Alexandra in 
March 1863.12 A large number of the workers from the mine with 
their families and many children from the school were invited by 
Devon Great Consols to the mine at the company’s expense to enjoy 
a party to commemorate the day. A tea was laid out in one of the 
large workshops for the more than 300 guests. It is interesting to note 
that at the end of the proceedings, after three-cheers for the Queen, 
then for the newly married couple, followed by the directors, the final 
three-cheers were raised for Captain James Richards! Encouraged by 
this event perhaps, the company took the unusual step of throwing a 
21st-birthday party in June 1865 to celebrate the success of the mine 
since its opening in 1844.lj The entire workforce was invited to this 
event, which was opened by Captain James Richards. After briefly 
outlining the importance of the mine in providing employment for 
over 1,000 people almost since its commencement, he reassured them 
that there was still plenty of work remaining to be done for those 
gathered there on that day. This would be welcome news at a time 
when mine closures in the valley were common. After a roast dinner 
and plum pudding served to the more than 1,200 guests and various 
party games, the festivities ended with the customary three-cheers for 
the directors followed by the same for Captain Richards. It was left 
to the Tavistock Gazette once again to note that such events were not 
superfluous if they served to bring employers and employed nearer 
together.14

The part played in the management of the mine by Captain Richards 
has been clearly illustrated in many ways. Professionally he had 
demonstrated his ability and skill in developing a world-class mine 
both in terms of production and prosperity. He was able apparently to 
respond extremely effectively to the new challenges and expectations of 
more recent times in an equally well-judged manner. As a key member 
of staff, the directors decided that a new, more stylish, prestigious 
and accessible house would be more appropriate for Richards than 
the ordinary and modest-sized dwelling similar to those occupied by 
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other captains that he had occupied for so long at Wheal Maria close 
to where the mine had first started at the western end of the lode.

At this juncture it is important to note that this was not the first time 
that the company had decided to provide a house for an individual 
member of the company. Thomas Morris, one of the original six 
shareholders who founded the mine, was elected as a director of the 
company in 1845 and was later appointed as Director and Manager of 
the Finance Department at the mines in 1848 becoming the Resident 
Director in Devon.15 After a protracted search, partly due to the 
company’s wish that the location as well as the style of their house, 
named Abbotsfield, should enable Mr Morris to more effectively 
represent the board of directors in London, a parcel of six acres of 
land on the south western outskirts of Tavistock, adjacent to the 
road to Callington, was agreed and a lease from the Estate applied 
for in 1851 (Latham, 2001). It was granted to run from Ladyday 
1853 for a term of 70 years at £18-18s (£18.90p) per annum.16 
The house was valued at £2,000 when Mr Morris moved in soon 
after. Although Abbotsfield and Tamar View were built at different 
times and in different styles they came to be referred to as ‘two 
gentleman’s residences’.17 The significance of this recognition is that 
by the decision to build for Captain Richards a house of this quality 
the company had placed him, an employee of the company, on an 
equivalent status with one of the founding shareholders and a director 
and member of the board of the company. This can be seen on the 
one hand as a further example of the company’s benevolent attitude 
to its workers, and on the other hand for some it represents a means 
of incorporating and absorbing the more skilled workers, who by 
their successful efforts had become especially valuable to the firm. 
Emigration was also a consideration which may well have swayed the 
company’s decision. This had been for many years a means whereby 
an able and skilled miner might advance his career in a way not 
possible at home. Indeed, James Richards was an example of this with 
appointments in Ireland and Wales earlier in his life. The company 
would have been well aware that emigration was accelerating as fresh 
and attractive opportunities appeared in Australia, Africa and North 
America. British mining companies working overseas often looked 
to Devon and Cornwall to recruit skilled and experienced men to 
fill their key positions (Elarvey and Press, 1989). Operating under 
favourable conditions with the mines in the area in decline, they 
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were successful in finding many willing to further their career abroad. 
As trading conditions turned increasingly against the local mines it 
became even more vital to retain such workers. Amongst the reasons 
often quoted by those contemplating emigration was the difficulty of 
finding suitable accommodation. The company itself had cited this as 
one of their problems in their lengthy negotiations with the Bedford 
Estate when in the past they had pressed them to construct more 
cottages. However, for the company, unlike the Estate, to lose such a 
skilled key worker would represent a substantial loss of capital value. 
In retrospect, therefore, it might be seen as a shrewd move to pre
empt several potential problems by one well-calculated investment in 
both Captain Richards and the mine’s future. This is not to overlook, 
of course, the opportunity to portray the house as a well-deserved 
recognition for the contribution that he had made to the success of 
the mine.

The Later Years and Epilogue
Unfortunately, the years ahead were to prove more difficult and 
troublesome than could have been foreseen as large-scale structural 
changes in the world market for copper ore began to appear. In 
particular, the emergence of new suppliers of ore at prices that the 
older mines of Devon and Cornwall-that were deep, wet and costly to 
work-could not match. Chile, in particular, was expanding rapidly to 
the point in this decade where it supplied 50 per cent of the world’s 
requirements for copper. Improved ore treatment and advances in 
smelting meant that Chile could profitably work lower-grade ores 
than formerly (Davies, 1881, 158-59). It could also export to many 
emerging markets directly, by-passing Swansea. The monopolistic 
Association of Smelters, located in Swansea, that had been able to 
regulate the markets over many decades, holding them together to 
some extent, could do so no longer as their power in the market 
slipped away. The price of metal fell with the net result that the 
price of English tough copper in the last decade of the century was 
virtually half what it had been in the prosperous halcyon days of 
the mid-century ten-year period. Moreover, as if to emphasise how 
far and fast Devon and Cornwall fell from being a player in this 
industry, world output of fine copper metal grew five-fold over the 
same span of years whilst that of the South Western Mining region 
plunged to 4 per cent of its mid-century level (Brown and Turnbull, 
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1906). Many changes of policy were forced upon the company as 
it struggled with the seemingly inexorable decline in prices on the 
one hand and dwindling reserves on the other. The stresses that this 
continuing situation caused within the company between workers, 
managers and shareholders erupted in labour disputes, arguments at 
company meetings, and a disappearance of the co-operation which 
had been a feature of the mine in many ways. Relations with the 
Bedford Estate deteriorated also. Finally and most sadly it came to 
affect relations between individuals who had worked together on the 
mine for decades.

The collapse from the prosperity of 1866 was swift and relentless. 
Dividends sank in six years from £44,032 to just £6,144 in 1872 and, 
in the four following years, Devon Great Consols paid no dividend 
at all, in stark contrast to the preceding 28 years of continuous and 
outstanding profitability. Whilst the production of arsenic was proving 
to be very successful and the plant had been trebled in production 
capacity, it could not offset the loss of a large part of the copper sales. 
Prices here were down by virtually a quarter for the same period. The 
mine too was now deep, wet and continued to have high maintenance 
costs particularly for large quantities of baulk timber needed to keep 
open the many large cavities which had been created when the huge 
Main Lode had been extracted.

In 1872 the original company was wound up by its shareholders 
to enable a new company with more shares to raise new funds. This 
was to finance a search for tin underneath the exhausted copper 
levels which was commended to the company by Captain Richards 
and firmly believed by many other mine agents in the locality and 
beyond. It was also made a condition by the Bedford Estate for 
granting its permission for the reconstruction of the company. The 
mine’s founder, Captain Josiah Hitchins, was also convinced that this 
was the best hope of a secure future for the mine. One of the shafts, 
already 230 fathoms deep, was selected as the most promising site for 
sinking down to 300 fathoms and the difficult, expensive and arduous 
task was doggedly pursued until that level was reached in 1879. 
Rather inexplicably, the exploratory levels driven in this deep zone 
totalled a mere 50 fathoms with insufficiently encouraging results, 
and the programme was abandoned (Dines, 1988). Sadly, Captain 
James Richards did not live to see this exploratory work completed 
as, after a long illness, he had died in August 1878.’8 An immensely 
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popular and respected man, the procession at his funeral was four 
abreast consisting of several hundred people, many of them from the 
mine, following a large number of carriages carrying almost all the 
mining agents of the district. Most unusually, he received a funeral 
service from the Anglican church, but was buried in a non-conformist 
cemetery, reflecting the breadth of his standing in the community. 
Soon after this loss, his widow Jane died in April 1879. During the 
last difficult months of Captain Richards’ illness his responsibilities 
had been assumed by his brother, Isaac, and it was to him that 
the company turned, promoting him to the position of manager in 
succession to his brother, but he was not to become the next occupant 
of Tamar View.

This was Mr Moses Bawden. With his family Mr Bawden was to 
live at the house for the next 39 years, leaving in May 1918 when 
the link between Tamar View and the mine company that built it 
came finally to an end. Mr Bawden was a man with considerable 
experience in the mining industry of Devon and Cornwall and with 
many influential connections. One of these links was with Mr Peter 
Watson, a recently appointed director of Devon Great Consols, soon 
to be promoted to be the managing director of the company. Watson’s 
uncle, having shareholdings in many British metalliferous mines, had 
supported both his nephew and Bawden in Cornwall when they were 
at an earlier and formative stage in their careers (Thomas, 1897). 
Moses Bawden had moved to the Tamar Valley from the Camborne 
area in 1864 and had become involved with a number of mining 
concerns in the locality, many of them as purser, a position he was 
unanimously appointed to at Devon Great Consols by the Board of 
Directors with effect from Midsummer Day 1879 and which was 
followed by his taking up residence in Tamar View.

With the failure of their initial, expensive search for tin, the company 
hoped that they might yet secure the future of the company when a 
promising find of tinstone was made in the easternmost section of the 
original sett a few years later, but this too was without success, and 
all hope of developing a future for the mine along these lines was 
abandoned. From this point on the company was not systematically 
investing in the search for new resources and its decline continued. 
By 1901, although still producing ores from twenty points in the 
mine and employing 351 workers, the end was near (Bawden, 1914). 
The arsenic market on which they now depended was weak, and the 
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company, which had borrowed money, pledging receipts from future 
sales as security, found that it was unable to repay the loans. At an 
extraordinary meeting of the shareholders, it was resolved to wind 
up the company and Mr Peter Watson was appointed as liquidator. 
Mr Bawden, ill at the time and confined to his bed in Tamar View, 
on hearing the news is traditionally said to have turned his face to 
the wall and wept. Hundreds of people in the valley shared the same 
feelings and church bells were tolled solemnly as if to mark the passing 
of a much-loved friend and member of the community.

For Mr and Mrs Bawden the situation was doubly serious. As an 
employee of the company, Mr Bawden’s salary would cease, but they 
stood also to lose their home for, as one of the company’s assets, 
it would be sold to help pay off the liabilities. Fortunately for them 
they were able to raise funds privately which enabled them to buy 
the lease of Tamar View, which had 34 years remaining, from the 
liquidator in August 1902 for £450.19 Mr Bawden was to continue 
living at Tamar View until his death in January 1916 although sadly 
his wife, Jane, had died in February 1904 a short time after they had 
secured their home. Following their father’s death, the family, several 
of whom were living away from the vicinity, resolved to sell the lease 
and in 1918 it was purchased by the Bedford Estate for £400. The 
long association of the Bawdens with Tamar View remains at the 
present day as the junction of the road leading from the house to the 
sweeping corner of the Tavistock to Gunnislake road is still referred 
to as ‘Bawden’s Corner’.

The house, now the The Horn of Plenty (Fig. 2) has been converted 
into a fine restaurant and hotel. It remains still a gracious property 
with generously spaced rooms in a beautiful setting and, although 
there are no visible external signs to link it the industrial and financial 
power which was active in west Devon more than a century ago, it 
does serve as a reminder of those times. The substantial style of the 
house might have gone some way to reassure and perhaps also surprise 
the officers of the Bedford Estate. At the time, the Estate’s officers were 
very sceptical that the mining company would ever erect a building of 
sufficient quality that it would last beyond the term of their mine lease. 
They also believed they would always skimp on standards because 
of the mines’ uncertain future. However, at Tamar View, the wealth 
of the company and the special setting of the land offered by the
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Figure 2. Some idea of the size of the house is visible in this view from the southwest. 
For Captain Richards it represented an affirmation of the esteem in which he was held. 
For him and his family it must have been a step into luxury. It can also be seen as an 
expression of the company’s confidence. The modern extension visible in this view was 
built for the new uses of the house as an hotel and restaurant.

Bedford Estate came together to produce a very imposing, attractive 
and enduring combination.
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NOTES
1. Henry Woollcombe, a noted patron and supporter of the Arts in 

Plymouth, made a private visit to Endsleigh and its grounds in August 
1813. He records in his diary the great beauty of the setting as well as 
the striking individuality of the house, at that time habitable but still far 
from complete. He concludes that the cost ‘must have been immense. . . 
for I am told all the work is done most expensively’, Plymouth and West 
Devon Record Office [PWDRO], 710/394, Henry Woollcombe’s Diaries, 
1813-1814.

2. Devon Record Office [DRO], L1258M/E/RL/J22, Lease Book 1750- 
1850. This shows nine mine leases granted in the twelve months, 
September 1809-1810.

3. DRO, L1258M/L2, Copy Lease and Plan Book, 1852-1884.
4. DRO, L1258M/ SS/Devon Letters (C), Benson to Haedy, 10 July 1845 

and 24 December 1845.
5. DRO, L1258 SS/MC/1 Part III. Devon Great Consols, Second Annual 

Report. 1846.
6. DRO, L1258 SS/MC/1 Part III. Devon Great Consols, Sixth Annual 

Report. 1850.
7. Tavistock Gazette, 26 May 1865.
8. Op. cit., 12 May 1865.
9. Op. cit., 12 May 1860

10. Op. cit., 16 January 1866.
11. Op. cit., 12 December 1864.
12. Op. cit., 13 March 1863.
13. Op. cit., 23 June 1865.
14. Op. cit., 16 December 1864.
15. DRO, L1258 SS/MC/1 Part III, Devon Great Consols, Fourth Annual 

Report. 1848.
16. DRO, L1258M/E/RL/J2, Devon Leases with Plans.
17. Mining Journal, 13 May 1871.
18. Tavistock Gazette, 9 August 1878.
19. DRO, L1258, 18th and 19th Century Leases, Bundle 39.
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